HOES
necessarily   hostile   races   or,   in   the   beginning,   between
conflicting interests.
The settlers had no need for vast territories for their poor
agricultural operations; the Indians had land and to spare
and were perfectly ready even to teach the settlers how to
cultivate the territories they supposed themselves to lease
to them. Indeed, it is part of the grotesqueness that attends
on human affairs that but for Indian tuition in kitchen
gardening the settlers would probably never have succeeded
in making any permanent lodgement at all. To that I shall
return in a minute.
The chief opposing theories of reds and whites centred on
the relative values attached by either to life and property.
To the Indians life was precious because human beings were
scarce; to the whites, coining from relatively populous
lands, property infinitely transcended in value the lives of
men. You obtained property by taking the lives of nationals
other than your own and by squandering without a thought
those of your own compatriots; you retained property when
you had thus stolen it by squandering more lives of your
compatriots. Bloodshed was in fact the only cure for the
evils of the body politic* To read any code of laws of any
of the five nations that from Europe invaded the relatively
peaceful western continent is to bathe the eyesight in un-
believable outpourings of blood. You murdered by the
hundred thousand old soldiers who had served you in the
wars so that they might not relieve you of the wealth they
had won for you; you murdered religious by the hundred
thousand so that money that might go to the King in taxes
should not be diverted to the service of God; you dis-
embowelled alive, cut in quarters, and hung in public places
the quarters of thieves less successful than yourself in evading
the penalties; you hung children for stealing rolls of bread
and burned in untellable numbers those who took views
opposite from your own as to the manner of the conception
of the mother of your Saviour. If you retain any moral
doubt as to the respective cruelties of the Indian and
European nations of those days, read the letters of the
tender poet Spenser as to the treatment of Irish captives in

